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In the present paper, the inhomogeneous wave equation is solved quickly, easily, 
and elegantly by Adomian’s decomposition method. c 19119 Academic Press, Inc. 
In recent years, the decomposition method has been applied to a wide 
class of stochastic and deterministic problems involving algebraic, 
differential, integro-differential, differential-delay, and partial differential 
equations and systems [l-S]. This method leads to computable, accurate, 
approximate convergent solutions to linear and non-linear deterministic 
and stochastic operator equations [S-S]. The solution can be verified at 
any stage of approximation. The procedure outlined here is only the special 
case of the methodology for this inhomogeneous wave equation which is 
linear and deterministic. 
ANALYSIS 
We consider the inhomogeneous wave equation in its standard form: 
azu KV% - -g =f(x, y, 2, t). (2.1) 
Following the analysis of Adomian Cl], we define the linear operators 
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Equation (1) is rewritten in terms of operators as 
K[L,+L,+L,]u-L,k=f. (2.2) 
We solve for L,u, L,u, L,u, L,u in turn and then assuming inverses 
L;‘, L; *, L;‘, L;’ exist 3 
L,‘L,u=L,’ ~f-L,u-Lzu+~L,u] 
F 
L,‘L,u = L-1 
Y [ 
;f-Lzu-Lxu+;L,u] 
L,‘L,u = L;’ 
[ 
;f-Lxu-Lyu+~Ltu] 
L,‘L,u=L;‘[-f +kL,u+kL,u+kL,u], 
from which it follows that 
24=L71 +a,x+ L,’ ;f-L,.u-L,U+;L,u 1 
(2.3) 
u=a3+a,y+L,-’ 
[ 
;f-Lp-Lxu+;L,u] 
u=a,+a,z+L;’ 
[ 
;f-L,u-L,u+;L,u 1 
(2.4) 
u=a,fa,t+L;‘[-f+kL,u+kL,u+kL,u], 
where the terms a, (i= 1, 2, . . . . 8) arising from the initial conditions are not 
to be presumed to be constants. They depend on the number of integra- 
tions involved in the inverse operators and the specified conditions on the 
solution. For example, L, = d2/ax2, then 
and 
L;‘= Xdx I c xdx, 0 0 
L; lLxu = 4% Y, z, t) - 40, Y, z, t) -x 
ado, Y, z,t) 
ax > etc. 
Now a linear combination of the solutions (2.4) is necessary. Therefore, 
adding and dividing by four, we have 
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u=u,tt kL;‘(L,+I,,+L;)-L,’ i ( L,,+Lr-iL, > 
-q L,fL,-iI, -L-l L.,+L,-;L, 
( ) ( 11 
24, (2.5) 
where the term u0 includes 
1 
uo=4 a,+u,x+a,+u,y+u,+a,z+u,+a,t 
i 
+ 
[ 
$L;‘+L;‘+Lz?)-L;’ II f . (2.6) 
The homogeneous olutions and therefore the a;s must be evaluated from 
the given conditions on U. Then u0 can be easily calculated. The following 
components of the decomposition follow in terms of no and thus scan be 
completely determined [4, 61 by assuming u = C,“=, u,. 
Then 
u n+l =f kL;‘(L,+l,+L,)-L,’ 
i ( 
L,fL,-iL, 
> 
-Lyl L,+L,-iL, 
( > 
-c Lz+Ly+, 
( 11 
U” for n 2 0. (2.7) 
The expression 
n-1 
(Pn= C ui (2.8) 
i=O 
is the n term approximation to U. Convergence is established in [7]. It 
would be worthwhile to note that the number of terms n required to obtain 
a computable and accurate solution is very small for differential and partial 
differential equations [4, 71. 
EXAMPLE. Let’s consider a two-dimensional homogeneous wave equa- 
tion u - u,, = 0 as a specific mathematical example with given conditions as 
a simple illustration of the procedure. Let’s assume 
u(0, t) = t2, u(x, 0) = x2, 
au 
( > 
= 0, 
au 
ax *=o ( > at r=o 
= 0. 
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Therefore, we have 
and 
u = u(0, t) + L,‘L,u 
u = u(x, 0) + L,-‘L,u 
u=(~)[u(O,t)+u(x,O)]+(~)[L,‘L,~l+L;lL,]~u,. 
Now 
uo= (;)[t*+X*] 
ul=(~)[L;‘L,+L,-‘L,]uo=(~)[L;‘L,+L,-’L,](t*+X*) 
= i[L,‘L,(?) + L;‘L,(x*) + L,-‘L,(P) + L,-‘L,(2)] 
= $[x’ + P-J. 
Similarly, we have 
242 = $L,‘L, + L;‘L,] UI = gt* +x’) 
%2+1= ~4KL,‘L + L,-lLl% n > 0. 
Hence 
fl,= ( 1 & (x2+ t2). 
It follows that u = [x2 + t*] C,“=. (l/2”+ ‘) is the solution. Denoting an n 
term approximation by (Pi we have 
q 1 = 0.5(x2 + 12) = uo 
402 = 0.75(x2 + t2) = uo + 24, 
cp3 =0.875(x2 + t*) = u. + u, + u2 
u= Lt cp,=U,+u~+u,+ ... +u,-,=(l)(x2+t2), 
n-a2 
which satisfies the given problem. It is to be noted that 6 terms yield the 
solution to better than 98 percent and with 10 terms, the approximation is 
within 99.9 percent of the correct value. 
We now consider one more physical example. For one-dimensional wave 
propagation in an elastic rod of length I, we have the equation ku,, = u,~, 
where k = c*, c is the wave velocity. Taking k = 1, we have u,,= u,,. 
Boundary conditions at the ends of the rod together with the initial 
displacement are necessary along with the wave equation to determine the 
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displacement u(x, t). If, for example, the ends of the rod are fixed and the 
motion starts from rest, the condition on u are ~(0, t) = u([, t) = 0 and 
(&/&),,, = 0, from which it follows that (&/~3x).,.=,=O, since the 
difference of displacement at the ends of the rod would be proportional to 
~~(0, t) which physically represent the strain component at x = 0. If the 
rod is initially at displacement f(x) = sin x, i.e., u(x, 0) = sin x, we get 
immediately 
u. = (i) sin x 
u, = (i)[L;‘L, + L;‘L,] sin x. 
Since L, sin x = - sin x and LIP ‘( -sin x) = - (t2/2) sin x, 
1 t2 
u1= - 4 zslnx 0 
u* = 
0 
$ [L,‘L,+ L;‘L,] -t’ { 2 sinx} 
=(i)(l+$)sinx 
uj= h [L,‘L,+L;‘L,] !+g sinx 
( ) ( .) 
= -(i)(t2+g)sinx 
and so on. The solution is u = e --I* sin x, which is easily verified. Last, we 
illustrate the procedure with an inhomogeneous wave equation which is 
written in our notation 
L,u-L,u=f(x, t)-t2erx-x2e’“. 
Let’s assume the initial conditions 
24(x, 0) = u(0, t) = 1, 
au ( > au ax r=O=t, 0 at ,=O=X. 
It follows that 
1 
240 = - 
2 I[ 
u(x,O)+u(O, t)+x g _ 
( > X-O 
au 
+t 0 
-& t-0 _
1 +[L;l-L,pl]f 1 
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or 
u,=4([2+2tx]+ [I;,‘-L$]gj. 
To evaluate L;‘g and L;‘g, we can approximate the exponential with the 
leading terms of the expansions and substituting into the expansion of uO. 
Hence, 
The second term is given by 
UI = 0 ; [L;‘L,+ L;‘L,-J~,= x42;f4 qz ( 1 - --_ 
Therefore, 
u2 
=; CL;lL,+ L;lL,]ul +y 
(x4 + 2”) x*t* 
u3=48--~ 8 
and similarly for higher terms, i.e., 
Uj=(i)[L,‘Lf+ LfplLJUi_l, i> 3. 
It follows immediately that the solution is the series for P. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The advantage of this global methodology lies in the fact that it not 
lonly leads to an analytical continuous approximation which is very 
rapidly convergent [4, 73 but also shows the dependence, giving insight 
into the character and behaviour of the solution just as in a closed form 
solution. If the problem becomes non-linear, this method does not require 
linearization and it does not make closure approximation or smallness 
assumptions or physically unrealistic white noise assumptions in the non- 
linear stochastic case. 
The addition of stochasticity in f or as a coeflicient k of the V*u term is 
easily handled by generalizations discussed in [4]. 
Here it is to be noted that the method can easily be generalized to 
n-dimensional wave equations which is of theoretical interest. 
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